Architecture of binocular disparity processing in monkey inferior temporal cortex.
Neurons in the inferior temporal (IT) cortex respond not only to the shape, color or texture of objects, but to the horizontal positional disparity of visual features in the right and left retinal images. IT neurons with similar shape selectivity cluster in columns. In this study, we examined how IT neurons are spatially arranged in the IT according to their selectivity for binocular disparity. With a single electrode, we simultaneously recorded extracellular action potentials from a single neuron and those from background multiple neurons at the same sites or recorded multineuronal responses at successive sites along electrode penetrations, while monkeys performed a fixation task. For neurons at each recording site, effective shapes were first determined from a set of 20 shapes presented at the zero-disparity plane. The most effective shape was then presented with varying amounts of disparity. Single neuron responses and background multiunit responses recorded at the same sites showed a similar ability of disparity discrimination and tended to share the preferred disparity, suggesting that neurons with similar disparity selectivity are clustered in the IT. We estimated from sequential recordings along electrode penetrations that the size of the neuronal clusters with similar disparity selectivity was smaller than the size of clusters with similar shape selectivity.